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Social media is becoming popular these days, where users necessarily interact with each other to form social networks. Inﬂuence
network, as one special case of social network, has been recognized as signiﬁcantly impacting social activities and user decisions.
We emphasize in this paper that the inter-user inﬂuence is essentially topic-sensitive, as for diﬀerent tasks users tend to trust
diﬀerent inﬂuencers and be inﬂuenced most by them. While existing research focuses on global inﬂuence modeling and applies
to text-based networks, this work investigates the problem of topic-sensitive inﬂuence modeling in the multimedia domain.
According to temporal data justiﬁcation, we propose a multi-modal probabilistic model, considering both users’ textual
annotation and uploaded visual images. This model is capable of simultaneously extracting user topic distributions and topicsensitive inﬂuence strengths. By identifying the topic-sensitive inﬂuencer, we are able to conduct applications like collective
search and collaborative recommendation. A risk minimization-based general framework for personalized image search is further
presented, where the image search task is transferred to measure the distance of image and personalized query language models.
The framework considers the noisy tag issue and enables easy incorporation of social inﬂuence. We have conducted experiments
on a large-scale Flickr dataset. Qualitative as well as quantitative evaluation results have validated the eﬀectiveness of the topicsensitive inﬂuencer mining model, and demonstrated the advantage of incorporating topic-sensitive inﬂuence in personalized
image search and topic-based image recommendation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval] Information Search and Retrieval; H.4.m [Information Systems]
Miscellaneous
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance
Additional Key Words and Phrases: social relation analysis, inﬂuence analysis, social media, topic model

1.

INTRODUCTION

Social media has revolutionized the way people share and access information. In social media services, users necessarily interact with each other into communities, i.e., social networks. According to Dunbar’s number [Dunbar 2010],
the real-world friend number one person can hold is less than 150. However, Facebook and Pinterest have recently
claimed that their average online friend numbers have both surmounted this limit to reach 190 and 229, respectively.
This means today people conduct online social interactions more frequently in cyber-world than in real-world, and it is
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Fig. 1. The toy example for topic-sensitive influencer.

the flourishing online social relation that boosts social media. It is important to conduct social relation analysis before
designing social media applications.
The online social relations are well recognized forces that govern the behaviors of involved users as well as the
dynamics of social networks. For example, the colleagues on LinkedIn will largely impact one’s choices in work,
while the friends from Facebook have strong influence on one’s preferences in daily life. Therefore, understanding
social links can benefit various applications such as viral marketing [Arthur et al. 2009], collaborative recommendation [Konstas et al. 2009] and collective information retrieval [Carmel et al. 2009]. Basically, there are two types of social relations: group-wise and peer-to-peer interactions. The online peer-to-peer interactions further consist of two-way
links like “connect” in LinkedIn and “add friend” in Facebook, and one-way links like “follow” in Twitter, “contact”
in Flickr and “subscribe” in Youtube. In this work, we focus on modeling the one-way link, or influence [Gardner and
Elliot 2006], in the multimedia sharing websites, and then exploit it for the applications of personalized image search
and recommendation.
Social influence analysis has attracted extensive research interest, such as investigating the existence of influence [Anagnostopoulos et al. 2008; Crandall et al. 2008], maximizing influence propagation [Kempe et al. 2003;
Chen et al. 2010] and identifying the evolved influencer [Lu et al. 2012]. For social influence-based retrieval, the basic
premise behind is that the preferences of other users, who are the influencers to the searcher, provide a good indication
for the searcher’s preference. The influence link between influencers and searcher has two intrinsic characteristics: (1)
The influence is continuous. This is easy to understand, as binary influence link (i.e., influencer or not) is too coarse
to model the relationship strength. Recently, continuous influence modeling has been addressed in [Xiang et al. 2010;
Zhuang et al. 2011]. (2) The influence is topic-sensitive. Given a one-way influence network, the actual influencer is
task-dependent. We use a toy example to elaborate this. Fig. 1 shows the contact network of user Bob in Flickr which
includes three influencers: Tom, Emily and Jason. On the right we illustrate the expertise of each influencer regarding
topics on travel and fashion. Assuming Bob is searching photos of “Tahiti” for his honeymoon trip, obviously Tom’s
preference will influence him most. While, when Bob searches photos of “D&G fashion show”, the advice from Emily will be most appreciated 1 . This demonstrates that some influencers in certain topics might be more trustworthy
than others and the influence value is topic-sensitive. However, little work has investigated the problem of topic-level
influence modeling, especially in multimedia domain.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of topic-sensitive influencer mining in social multimedia communities.
In particular, we take Flickr, one of the most popular photo sharing websites, as the social multimedia platform. In
Flickr, users are allowed to add others as their contacts, which is analogous to the influencers. Besides the explicit
one-way influence link between users, the uploaded images and associated tags can also be leveraged. The multimodal information available on photo sharing websites provides challenges as well as opportunities to the problem
1

Note that the topics of travel and fashion are embedded by the most related tags and photos. We will have this toy example running
through the paper to illustrate the derivations of different modules.
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Fig. 2. Influence modeling and application framework.

of topic-sensitive influencer mining. As shown in Fig.2(a), we formulate the multi-modal Topic-sensitive Influence
Modeling (mmTIM) problem as follows: The input is users’ contact networks, annotation sets and uploaded image
sets. We propose a probabilistic generative model to infer the output, which inverses the generation process of image
content as well as the associated tags. With users as nodes, user-influencer social links as edges, the output includes
(1) the learned topic space, (2) the topic distribution of each node and (3) the topic-sensitive edge strength. Following
the toy example, the learned topic space is expected to span over both textual keywords and visual descriptors. The
edge strengths correspond to the topic-sensitive influence values, while the node topic distribution indicates the topic
expertise of corresponding user. After mining the topic-sensitive influencer in the contact network, we apply it to the
application of personalized search. Following the risk minimization-based information retrieval scheme, we present a
general framework for personalized image search. The new framework benefits from the consideration of influencer
preference and annotation confidence in the modeling process. Topic-sensitive influence and user expertise can be
readily integrated in the expansion of the language models (LM) for queries and image documents. Therefore, the
main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) We address the topic-sensitive influencer mining problem for applications of collaborative recommendation and
collective search in multimedia domain.
(2) A multi-modal topic-sensitive influence model is presented, which enables simultaneous extraction of node topic
distribution, topic-sensitive edge strength and the topic space.
(3) We propose a risk minimization-based theoretical framework for personalized image search. Topic-sensitive influence and annotation confidence can be seamlessly incorporated.
This article is mainly based on our conference publication in ACM Multimedia 2012 [Sang and Xu 2012], with
extensions of (1) adding a data analysis subsection to inspire the assumption for the solution; (2) introducing more
details about the Gibbs sampling process and presenting discussions on the complexity analysis; (3) enriching the
experiments by providing more implementation details regarding the parameter settings; and (4) adding a section to
discuss our focus and the potential extensions of the proposed approaches. The rest of the article is organized as
follows. We review and discuss the related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we define the topic-sensitive influencer
mining problem, provide the data justification of the basic assumption and present the proposed generative model. The
model learning and parameter estimation are also introduced in this section. Section 4 presents the risk minimizationbased theoretical framework for application of personalized image search. Section 5 shows the experimental results
and analysis for both influence modeling and applications. In Section 6, we discuss about the potential extensions
based on the proposed approach. Finally, in Section 7, the article is concluded with some open research problems.
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RELATED WORK
Social Influence Modeling

One research line in social influence modeling is to investigate the influence spread patterns, such as influence propagation maximization [Chen et al. 2010], influence diffusion over social networks [Weng et al. 2010; Gomez-Rodriguez
et al. 2012] and influence network evolution [Cha et al. 2010]. Several work focuses on another research line by analyzing influence for social activity understanding. For example, Matsumura and Sasaki [2007] demonstrated from
results of questionnaire that influencer behavior subjects to influence and impacts influence network evolution. Anagnostopoulos et al. [2008] studied the correlation between influence and social activities, and concluded that social
influence plays an important role in dictating user behaviors. Ronald et al. [2010] proposed an agent-based model to
describe social activities between users in influence network. They found influence network has a significant effect on
the number and type of the social activities.
The influence networks used in above work are either binary or continuous. For binary influence modeling, a number
of efforts have been made to identify the existence of social influence in online social networks. Anagnostopoulos
et al. [2008] provided a theoretical justification to identify influence as a source of social correlation. Crandall et al.
[2008] analyzed the binary influence link by investigating the correlation between social similarity and influence.
Compared with binary influence, continuous influence leads to more precise description of the social relation. Xiang
et al. [2010] developed a link-based latent variable model to estimate influence strength from user similarity and
interaction activities (e.g., communication, collaborative tagging). Zhuang et al. [2011] further addressed this problem
by exploring the heterogeneous data in photo sharing websites and proposing a multiple kernel-based learning-to-rank
method to combine them.
As discussed in the previous section, in many cases, the influence strength is actually topic-sensitive. Topic-sensitive
influence modeling, which provides more delicate and informative descriptions of social relations between people, is
necessary to applications like collaborative recommendation and collective search. So far as we know, only two papers
have addressed this problem, which focus on text-based citation alike networks. Tang et al. [2009] introduced topicsensitive social influence modeling and proposed a Topical Affinity Propagation (TAP) approach to tackle the problem.
In their formulation, the topic space and topic distribution for each user node are assumed available and employed as
inputs. Liu et al. [2010] moved one step further and presented a graphical probabilistic model to learn the node topic
distributions and topic-sensitive influence jointly. The information they utilized includes the heterogeneous link and
the textual content associated with each node. Our work is different from them in that we are investigating the topicsensitive influence in the multimedia context. Besides the explicit influence link and the textual annotation, we provide
a multi-modal framework simultaneously modeling visual content.

2.2

Personalized Information Retrieval

Extensive efforts have been focusing on personalized information retrieval these days. The resources being leveraged
include explicit user profile, relevance feedback, click-through data, context information, social annotation and social
network. Chirita et al. [2005] conducted an early work by re-ranking search results according to the cosine distance
between each URL and explicit user interest profiles. [Kraft et al. 2005] utilized the search context information collected from users’ feedback to refine the raw query for second search. Qiu and Cho [2006] utilized user’s click-through
history to construct user preference vector and extended Topic-Sensitive PageRank for personalized search. Lane et al.
[2010] introduced a local search system by considering context information (e.g., time, location, weather) as well as
user query log for search result personalization. Lerman [2009] demonstrated that user-generated metadata indicates
user’s interest and can be used to personalize information. They extracted latent topics from tagging data and used the
latent user interest profile for personalized image search. In similar spirits, Lu and Li [2011] utilized user activities
of joining interest group to extract latent interest profile and re-rank the returned images by combining latent interestbased user preference and query relevance. Recently, an interesting work is performed in [Sang et al. 2012], where the
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Table I. List of key notations
Notations
U
Cu , Du , Tu
Φw , Φv
Ω
Ψ(t)
w, v
zw , zv
sw , sv
cw , c v
λ
γ
α
N (·)
|·|
I(·)

Description
Flickr user set
a collection of contact users, images and tags for user u
word and visual descriptor distributions for topics
topic mixture matrix
the influencing strength matrix for t-th topic
tag word and visual descriptor vectors
topic assignments for tag word and visual descriptor
binary labels denoting whether the generation of word and visual descriptor is influenced or not
the sampled influencer during the generation of tag word and visual descriptor
the parameter to draw the label sw and sv
the parameter to sample influencer
Dirichlet prior for hidden variables
the number of samples during Gibbs sampling
the cardinality of set
indicator function

authors proposed to extract user-specific topic spaces by expanding the raw annotation set for each user. Queries are
mapped to the derived user-specific topics spaces and the personalized relevance score over images are calculated.
Several approaches have directly or indirectly employed user’s social relations for personalized search. Bender
et al. [2008] proposed a PageRank-like algorithm to exploit the utilization of social relations. They assumed that a
document receives an extra “friendship” score when tagged by the searcher’s friends. Carmel et al. [2009] explicitly
defined familiar and similar scores to model relations between users. With familiar score estimated from explicit
social link and similar score calculated from collaborative activities, personalization is conducted according to the
searcher’s relationship strength with users in the social network. Similarly, in [Gou et al. 2010], a multilevel actor
similarity method is proposed to first measure the social affinity between users. The personalized ranking score is
then calculated by combining the query-video relevance and the affinity score between the searcher and the video’s
owner. Pang et al. [2011] leveraged the output of community discovery and proposed a community-oriented re-ranking
scheme to aggregate query-video relevance and user-community-video preference.
Our work differentiates from existing social network-based approaches in that, we exploit the topic-sensitive social
relations between users and integrate query-dependent social strength into personalized ranking score calculation.
Moreover, for the first time, we present a theoretical personalized image search framework by jointly modeling social
influence preference and annotation confidence.
3.

TOPIC-SENSITIVE INFLUENCER MINING

This section introduces the topic-sensitive influencer mining problem. Table I lists the key notations. First, we formally
define the problem:
D EFINITION 1 (T OPIC - SENSITIVE I NFLUENCER M INING). Given a collection of Flickr users U, each user u ∈ U
corresponds to a three-dimensional tuple [Cu , Du , Tu ]. The goal of topic-sensitive influencer mining is to learn (1)
Topic space Φw ⊂ RT ×|W| and Φv ⊂ RT ×|V| 2 ; (2) Node topic distribution Ωu ⊂ RT ×1 for each user u; and (3)
Topic-sensitive edge strength Ψ(t) ⊂ R|U|×|U | , t = {1, · · · , T } 3 .
We propose a probabilistic generative model for topic-sensitive influencer mining. Since the model specifies the
generation process of the visual image content as well as the textual tag words for each user, we call it multi-modal
Topic-sensitive Influence Model (mmTIM).
2 We use topic distributions over tag words and visual descriptors to represent the topic space: T is the number of topics, |W| is the
size of tag vocabulary, and |V| is the size of visual-descriptor vocabulary.
3 Ψ
u1 ,u2 (t), u2 ∈ Cu1 measures the influence strength from user u2 to u1 in the t-th topic.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 3. User interest similarity distribution evolution.

3.1

Data Justification and Assumption

We consider the influence modeling problem from a generative perspective. It is well recognized that users’ online
activity is impacted a lot by their influencers [Anagnostopoulos et al. 2008; Ronald et al. 2010]. The uploaded images
and annotated tags can be viewed as observations of users’ activities. Therefore, our solution begins with using the
observed user activity data to infer the desired social influence structure. In the following, we conduct data analysis to
inspire the assumption for model development.
To design the topic-sensitive influence model, we tracked user interest change over time. Flickr user data at two
timestamps, t0 : March 3rd, 2011 and t1 : Sept. 3rd, 2011 are crawled. We select 550 pairs of users {A, B} on
condition that: at time t0 , user B is not in the contact list of user A; and at time t1 , user B has been added as contact
by user A. Multi-modal topic modeling [Blei and Jordan 2003] is conducted using data at both timestamps, with user
corresponding to document and user activity corresponding to word. We obtain the topic distribution for each user and
calculate user interest similarity by the reciprocal of symmetric KL-divergence between each pair of users {A, B}. The
user interest similarity distribution at two timestamps is illustrated in Fig.3(a) and (b), respectively. The user interest
similarity scores at time t0 cluster are mostly below 20, while at time t1 the scores have a wider distribution. The
mean of similarity values at time t0 and t1 are 16.5 and 30.4, and the standard derivation values are 25.2 and 75.6,
respectively. This result expresses the significantly increased interest similarity between users and their contact users
over the 6 months.
We further introduced a reference user set {C} to user set {A} on condition that: at time t0 , user C and user A
have similar interest; and at time t1 , user C and user A have no common contact users. The user interest similarity
between each pair of users {A, C} at two timestamps is illustrated in Fig.3(c) and (d), respectively. The mean of
similarity values at time t0 and t1 are 34.6 and 18.5. The decrease of interest similarity excludes the potential global
impacting factors like general event or trend. To highlight the impact of contact users in interest change, we investigate
the interest similarity between user sets {C} and {B} at time t1 (illustrated in Fig.3(e)). The mean of similarity value
is 11.4, in contrast to 30.4 of {A, B} in Fig.3(b). Since user C has similar interest with user A at time t0 , we employ
set {C} as simulation of “influencee” set {A} in the absence of contact additions. The low similarity value between
ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications and Applications, Vol. 99, No. 1, Article 1, Publication date: January 2013.
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Fig. 4. Probabilistic generative model of mmTIM.

C and B indicates that, the increased interest similarity between user A and contact user B derives from the presence
of contact user 4 .
These data analysis lead to the main assumption in this work: user’s tag words and uploaded images are generated
in two ways, either innovative–mainly depending on his/her own interest or influenced–being influenced by the influencers. For example, when Bob uploads an image, the theme of the image may match his own original interest, or
follow one of his influencers. Also, the tag Bob chooses for annotation can be viewed as either generated innovatively
or borrowed from his contact users.
3.2 Multi-Modal Topic-sensitive Influence Model
Fig. 4 illustrates our understanding of the generation process as graphical structure. In graphical models, nodes represent random variables: shaded node is observation, unshaded node is hidden state, which needs to be inferred from
the observation. Arcs represent independence assumption, which usually correspond to a sampling operation. In this
work, the observations, namely inputs, include the contact network, tag vectors and image vectors. To unify image and
tag analysis, we represent image by responses on clustered visual descriptors: we first construct a visual vocabulary
and represent each user by the visual descriptor responses v of his/her uploaded images. On the right of the model, we
simulate the generation process of image visual content. On the left, we simulate tags’ generation. The generation of
image and tag share the same set of latent variables, including (1) the boolean switch variable, sw and sv , to control
whether the tag words and visual descriptors are generated by the users themselves or according to one of the influencers; (2) the contact user variable, to record the selected contact user when sw = 0 or sv = 0; (3) the user-topic
distribution Ωu and Ωcw ; (4) topic index variable z w and z v , to record the selected topic; and (5) the topic-word distribution Φ, where word can be either tag (Φw ) or visual descriptor (Φv ). When sw = 1, the tag word is generated based
on user’s own interest Ωu . When sw = 0, the tag word is influenced by one of users in the contact list Cu , and it is
generated based on the interest Ωcw of the sampled influencer cw . The details of the generative process for tag words
of user u are as follows:
For each tag word wu,i ∈ wu ,
(1) Draw a switch variable from a bernoulli distribution: sw
u,i ∼ Bernoulli(λ);
(2) If sw
u,i = 0, then
4

Note that this data analysis only serves as an exploratory one to inspire the assumption. It is impossible to conduct a standard
impacting factor examine analysis under the uncontrolled social media circumstance. To reach a similar solid conclusion will need
an exclusive data analysis work.
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i. Draw a influencer from u’s contact list, which follows multinominal distribution parametered by γ:
cw
u,i ∼ M ulti(γ);
w
w
ii. Draw a topic from influencer cw
u,i ’s topic distribution: zu,i ∼ M ulti(Ωcu,i );
(3) If sw
u,i = 1, then
w
∼ M ulti(Ωu );
i. Draw a topic from u’s own topic distribution: zu,i

(4) Draw a word wu,i from the topic-word distribution: wu,i ∼ M ulti(Φw
w ).
zu,i
The generative process of visual descriptors is similar other than that the visual descriptor vu,i is sampled from topicvisual descriptor distribution Φvzu,i
v . Actually, during the model learning process, we assume the prior distributions
follow symmetric Dirichlet, which are conjugate priors for multinomial (or Beta for Bernoulli). For simplification, we
do not draw the hyperparameters in the graphical model. Since the tag and image are modeled simultaneously, we can
infer the underlying influence structure by considering multi-modal information.
3.3 Learning mmTIM by Gibbs Sampling
The mmTIM model includes three sets of latent variables, the binary switch labels sw , sv , the influencer cw , cv and
the topic assignments z w , z v . We use Gibbs sampling [Robert and Casella 1999] for model learning: reverse the
generation process, record the sampled state variables, and compute the outputs. When using Gibbs sampling to train a
generative model, a Markov chain is formed. The joint distribution is approximated by drawing a sequence of samples
and each latent variable is iteratively updated by fixing other variables. The mechanism of the designed Gibbs sampler
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The inputs first initialize the state variables. During the sampling process, different counters
are updated to record the state variable values, and construct the conditional posterior probabilities according to the
designed generation process. From these probabilities we can sample new state variables. The derivation of update
rules for new sampling is detailed in the Appendix 1. We list the update rules for latent variables concerning tag words
as follows.
w
w
w
NU,S
(uw
NU,Z
(cw
i , 0) + αλ − 1
i , zi ) + αΩ − 1
·
NUw (uw
NUw (cw
i ) + 2αλ − 1
i ) + T αΩ − 1

(1)

w
w
w
NU,S
(uw
NU,S,Z
(uw
i , 1) + αλ − 1
i , 1, zi ) + αΩ − 1
·
w
w
w
w
NU (ui ) + 2αλ − 1
NU,S (ui , 1) + T αΩ − 1

(2)

w
w w
w
p(sw
i = 0|s−i , ui , ci , zi , ·) ∝

w
w
w
p(sw
i = 1|s−i , ui , zi , ·) ∝

w
w
w
w
p(cw
, ·) ∝
i |c−i , si = 0, ui , zi , Cuw
i

(3)

w
w
w
NU,Z
(cw
NZ,W
(ziw , wi ) + αΦw
i , z i ) + αΩ − 1
·
w w
w w
NU (ci ) + T αΩ − 1
NZ (zi ) + |W|αΦw

(4)

w
w
w
NU,S,Z
(uw
NZ,W
(ziw , wi ) + αΦw
i , 1, zi ) + αΩ − 1
·
w
NU,S
NZw (ziw ) + |W|αΦw
(uw
i , 1) + T αΩ − 1

(5)

w
p(ziw |zw
−i , si = 0, wi , ·) ∝

w
p(ziw |zw
−i , si = 1, wi , ·) ∝

w
w
w
w
w
NU,C,S,Z
(uw
NU,Z
(cw
i , ci , 0, zi ) + αγ
i , zi ) + αΩ − 1
·
w
w
w
w
w
NU,S,Z (ui , 0, zi ) + |Cuw
NU (ci ) + T αΩ − 1
|
i

w
where uw
i denotes the user to which the i-th word belongs, zi denotes the topic assignment of the i-th word,
w
v
αΩ , αΦ , αΦ , αλ , αγ are symmetric hyperparameters controlling the corresponding Dirichlet prior distributions. N (·)
records the number of samples satisfying certain requirements during the iterative sampling process. For example,
w
w
w
w
NU,C,S,Z
(uw
i , ci , 0, zi ) records the number of tag words for user ui which are supposed to be influenced by contact
w
w
user ci and generated from topic zi . The update rules for variables concerning visual descriptors are similar and
omitted here. The details of the model learning by Gibbs sampling is summarized in Algorithm 1 in the Appendix 2.

3.4 Parameter Estimation
v w v w v
At the end of each iteration, we can compute the outputs by counting the sampled variables of sw
i , si , ci , ci , zi , zi .
w
v
Topic-word and topic-visual descriptor distributions Φ , Φ , which represent the learned topic space, can be easily
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Fig. 5. The mechanism of Gibbs sampling for mmTIM.

computed from sampled topic assignments ziw , ziv . Since Φw
t,j actually measures the probability of the j-th tag word in
the t-th topic, it can be estimated by normalizing the counter NZ,W (·). It is similar to Φv . Therefore, we have:
Φw
t,j =

w
NZ,W
(Zt , wj ) + αΦw
,
w
NZ (Zt ) + |W|αΦw

Φvt,j =

v
NZ,V
(Zt , vj ) + αΦv
v
NZ (Zt ) + |V|αΦv

(6)

where Zt denotes the t-th topic, which is different from the topic assignment variables ziw and ziv . The node topic
distribution for the m-th user Um can be computed by:
Ωm,t =

w
v
NU,S,Z
(Um , 1, Zt ) + NU,S,Z
(Um , 1, Zt ) + αΩ
w (U , 1) + N v (U , 1) + T α
NU,S
m
m
Ω
U,S

(7)

The t-th topical influence strength Ψm1,m2 (t) from user Um1 to user Um2 , can be estimated by the number of
words/visual descriptors for user Um2 which are influenced by Um1 in t-th topic, i.e., NU,C,S,Z (Um2 , Um1 , 0, Zt ):
Ψm1,m2 (t) =

w
v
NU,C,S,Z
(Um2 , Um1 , 0, Zt ) + NU,C,S,Z
(Um2 , Um1 , 0, Zt ) + αγ
w
v
NU,S,Z (Um2 , 0, Zt ) + NU,S,Z (Um2 , 0, Zt ) + |CUm2 |αγ

(8)

This equation is quite intuitive in that if one user Um2 has more tag words or visual images from topic Zt likely to be
influenced from the contact user Um1 , then Um1 is supposed to influence Um2 strongly in t-th topic.
The Gibbs sampler converges to a stationary distribution when the computed output parameters are not changed
within L iterations. We run the Gibbs sampling process for another Q iterations and collect these samples to estimate
the final parameters according to Eq. (6)-(8) 5 . The advantage of different utilization schemes of Gibbs sampler has
not been settled and remained as the subject of considerable controversy. In this work we use the Gibbs sampler in
one long run for parameter estimation. Alternative options for running Gibbs sampler and terminating criteria can be
referred to [Raftery and Lewis 1992].
Gibbs sampler is recognized as very efficient in the storage cost. Only several counters to record the sampled
variables need to be stored and updated. Regarding the time cost, the computational complexity of Gibbs sampler for
the proposed mmTIM model is O(|U|T (M w + M v )), where M w and M v are the average number of tag words and
visual descriptors in one user’s annotation set and image collection, respectively. We explain it as follows: (1) Since
every latent word (tag or visual descriptor) variable is sampled per iteration, |U|(M w + M v ) term is involved; (2) The
sampling distribution is over the T latent topics, and term T needs to be multiplied into the computational complexity.
In typical setting of topic-sensitive influencer mining, thousands of users (|U|), tens of topics (T ), and hundreds of tag
words and visual descriptors for each user (M w , M v ) are involved. The computational complexity is acceptable 6 . In
5

In experiments, we empirically set L = 3 and Q = 10.
In our case, the document size M w , M v is relatively smaller than the vocabulary size |W| and |V|. In case of very sparse data
with document size much larger than the vocabulary size, an efficient Gibbs sampler can be designed to modify the complexity into
O(|U|T (|W| + |V|))
6
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Fig. 6. Generative process of query q and image d in personalized image search.

our experiments, for a social network of 3,000 users and 100,000 pictures, the Gibbs sampler converges within 20 or
30 iterations and the training time is 2-3 hours on a server with ordinary configuration.
4.

PERSONALIZED IMAGE SEARCH UNDER RISK MINIMIZATION

In this section, we propose a risk minimization-based framework to incorporate the derived topic-sensitive influences
for multimedia application of personalized image search. Risk minimization is a popular information retrieval framework with solid theoretical foundation [Lafferty and Zhai 2001]. It formulates query and document by language models
(LM [Ponte and Croft 1998]), where queries and documents are modeled respectively from a generative process. Risk
minimization views the retrieval of relevant documents from the perspective of Bayesian decision theory, and the goal
is equivalent to minimizing the expected loss.
4.1

Risk Minimization Framework

In the context of personalized image search, we view the query generated from a probabilistic process associated
with searcher u, and each image generated from a probabilistic process associated with the candidate image set.
Specifically, query is the result of first choosing a language model, and then generating the query from that model. The
generative process of each image is similar. Note that the query and image language models provide entrance to the
incorporation of rich information. For example, the query model can encode detailed user information and searching
context when issuing the query (time, location, searcher’s mood, etc.); the image model can encode information of
uploader, annotator and comments of the candidate images. In this paper, we incorporate user interest into the query
model and annotator information into the image model.
We assume each candidate image d is associated with visual content vd and annotation wd . The generative process
u
v
w
of query q and image d is illustrated in Fig. 6. θQ
denotes the parameter of the query model by user u, θD
, θD
denote
the parameters of the image model for generating the visual content and textual annotation. For each image d, there are
u
v
u
w
two hidden relevance variable r(q, u, vd ) and r(q, u, wd ), which depends on [θQ
, θD
] and [θQ
, θD
], respectively. User
u
u generates the query q by first selecting θq and then choosing a query from the selected model. Similar hierarchical
process happens to image visual content vd and textual annotation wd . Therefore, the generative process in Fig. 6 can
u
v
w
be summarized by: u → θQ
→ q, V → θD
→ vD and W → θD
→ wD .
We consider the task of personalized image search as returning a list of images to the issued query q according
to preference of searcher u. In the context of Bayesian decision theory, to each action, there is an associated loss L,
which, in our case, is the loss for returning an individual image to the searcher. Under this framework, the expected
risk of returning individual image d is decomposed into two components:
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R(q, u, d) = µR(q, u, vd ) + (1 − µ)R(q, u, wd )
∫ ∫
)
(
( u v
) v u
u
v
u
v
= µ
p(θQ
|q, u)p(θD
|vd )p r(q, u, vd )|θQ
, θD
× L θQ
, θD , r(q, u, vd ) dθD
dθQ
ΘU
Q

+ (1 − µ)

ΘV
D

∫

ΘU
Q

∫
ΘW
D

1:11

(9)

)
(
( u w
) w u
u
w
u
w
p(θQ
|q, u)p(θD
|wd )p r(q, u, wd )|θQ
, θD
× L θQ
, θD , r(q, u, wd ) dθD
dθQ

u
, θD ) is the probability
where µ is weight parameter controlling the strength of visual content and tag words, p(r|θQ
u
and θD . Following the derivation operation
of generating relevance r given the query and image model parameters θQ
u
from [Lafferty and Zhai 2001], we consider the case that the loss function L depends only on model parameters θQ
and θD . Formally, let L be proportional to a distance measure ∆(·) between model parameters, i.e.,
( u
)
u
L θQ
, θD , r ∝ ∆(θQ
, θD )
u
u
Intuitively, if the models θQ
, θD are similar, ∆(θQ
, θD ) should be small. With this assumption, we can have
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
u
w
u
w
w
u
u
v
u
v
v
u
p(θQ
|q, u) × p(θD
|wd )∆(θQ
, θD
)dθD
dθQ
p(θQ
|q, u)p(θD
|vd )∆(θQ
, θD
)dθD
dθQ
+ (1 − µ)
R(q, u, d) ∝ µ
ΘU
Q

ΘV
D

ΘU
Q

ΘW
D

u
v
u
v
u
w
u
w
∝ µ p(θQ
|q, u)p(θD
|vd )∆(θ̂Q
, θ̂D
) + (1 − µ)p(θQ
|q, u) × p(θD
|wd )∆(θ̂Q
, θ̂D
),
u
v
w
θ̂Q
, θ̂D
, θ̂D
are posterior point estimate of the model parameters:
u
u
|q, u),
= arg max p(θQ
θ̂Q

v
θ̂D

v
|vd ),
= arg max p(θD

w
w
|wd ),
= arg max p(θD
θ̂D

u
v
v
Since p(θQ
|q, u) does not depend on d and we further assume p(θD
|vd ) and p(θD
|vd ) are the same for all d for
ranking. The risk minimization framework finally reduces to measurement of the similarity between LMs. We employ
the Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure ∆(·):
w
u
v
u
)
, θ̂D
) + (1 − µ)∆(θ̂Q
, θ̂D
R(q, u, d) ∝ µ∆(θ̂Q

∝ µ

∑

u
p(Zt |θ̂Q
)log

t

u
p(Zt |θ̂Q
)
v )
p(Zt |θ̂D

+ (1 − µ) ×

∑
t

u
p(Zt |θ̂Q
)log

u
p(Zt |θ̂Q
)

(10)

w)
p(Zt |θ̂D

With the expected risk for returning individual image R(q, u, d), we make simplification by further assuming the
risk of returning each image is independent of returning others. It can be easily derived that, the final rank of each
image rank(q, u, d) which minimizes the overall risk is inversely proportional to its individual risk:
rank(q, u, d) ∝

1
R(q, u, d)

(11)

In the following subsection, we will instantiate the query and image LMs by incorporating annotation confidence and
topic-sensitive influences.
4.2

Query and Image Language Models

In personalized search, the query model should consider both the query and user information. Following the topicu
sensitive influence modeling discussed in previous sections, we define query model θQ
as the distribution over the
learned topics given query q and user u:
u
θQ
, p(z|q, u) =

p(z|u)p(q|z, u)
p(q|u)

(12)
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Table II. The statistics of the collected Flickr data.
#user

#contact edge

#image

#tag token

#unique tag

3,372

53,952

124,099

623,254

30,108

Since the denominator p(q|u) does not affect ranking, and q has no direct relation with u, we have
∏
u
θQ
∝ p(z|u)p(q|z) ∝ p(z|u)
p(wi |z)

(13)

wi ∈q

where query q =< w1 , · · · , wnq >, p(z|u) and p(wi |z) can be directly obtained from user topic distribution Ωu and
topic-word distribution Φw . Note that we actually utilize the unigram language model in this paper.
v
From the standard language model-based information retrieval in [Lafferty and Zhai 2001], image model θD
can be
directly represented as the topic distribution of the image visual content vd =< vd1 , · · · , vdnvd >:
v

v
θD

v

nd
nd
1 ∑
p(z) ∑
p(vdi |z)
, p(z|vd ) = v
p(z|vdi ) = v
nd i=1
nd i=1 p(vdi )

(14)

where nvd indicates the number of visual descriptors in image d, p(vdi |z) is the topic-visual descriptor distribution,
p(z) is the topic prior distribution and p(vdi ) is visual descriptor prior distribution 7 .
w
We consider noisy issue of user-generated annotations when representing image model θD
. Besides aggregating
each tag’s topic-word distribution, we incorporate the annotator authority as annotation confidence as weight for the
corresponding tag word. Formally, we have:
nw

w
θD

d
p(z) ∑
p(z|uwdi )p(wdi |z)
, p(z|wd ) = w
nd i=1
p(wdi )

(15)

where nw
d indicates the number of tag word in annotation of image d, uwdi is the annotator for tag wdi . Since user’s
dominant topic distribution can be viewed as his/her expertise, we employ the annotator’s topic distribution p(z|uwdi )
to represent the authority on topic z, which determines the trust we place on each tag. Now we have introduced the
basic personalized image search framework which is based on risk minimization. As discussed at the beginning of
this section, one important advantage of language model is its expansibility. We have successfully encoded annotation
confidence to tackle noisy user-generated social tags by Eq. (15). In the following, we will discuss how to incorporate
the topic-sensitive influence analysis between users into the proposed framework.
Based on the above formulation, we can compute a personalized risk value for each individual image when searching
by u as R(q, u, d). In the context of influence network, searcher’s influencer will impact the personalized rank by
modifying the risk as follows:
)
1 − ρ ∑ (∑
R̂(q, u, d) = ρR(q, u, d) +
p(Zt |u, c)p(Zt |q) R(q, c, d)
(16)
|Cu |
t
c∈Cu

where R(q, c, d) is the risk value when searching by user c, ρ is weight term balancing contributions from the
searcher and his/her influencers, p(Zt |u, c) is the topic-sensitive influence strength between user u and c on topic
Zt . The intuition here) is that, if one influencer has high influence to (the searcher) on the query-concerning topic
( ∑
R(q, c, d) should be emphasized and att p(Zt |u, c)p(Zt |q) , his/her preference to each candidate images
tached larger weight. Recall the toy example in Fig. 1, since word “Tahiti” closely relates to the travel topic, when
Bob searches “Tahiti”, Tom’s suggestion will be highly valued and contribute most to the final decision.
7

We assume that visual descriptor prior and tag word prior all follow Uniform distribution, i.e., p(vdi ) =

1
,
|V|
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Fig. 7. The perplexities over iterations for different topic number T .

5.
5.1

EXPERIMENTS
Dataset

The data are collected from a large-scale Flickr dataset NUS-WIDE [Chua et al. 2009], which consists of 269, 648
images. We crawled the image’s uploader information and obtained 50, 120 unique users. Since the focus in this paper
is social influence analysis from user perspective, we remove the users uploading less than 15 images and conduct
experiments on the remaining users and their images. For each user, we collected his/her annotation set and contact
list. If there exists contact relation between two users, we refer to it as one contact edge. The statistic of resulted dataset
is shown in Table II.
In this work, we choose to represent the image visual content by region-level Maximally Stable Extremal Region
(MSER) feature. Compared with key-point based descriptor, MSER regions indicate local homogeneous parts in objects and shown higher distinctiveness [Mikolajczyk and Schmid 2005]. In our implementation, each detected elliptical
region from MSER is normalized into a circular region, from which a SIFT descriptor is computed. About 6M MSER
descriptors are extracted from sampled 50, 000 images, which are further quantized to constitute a dictionary of 5, 000
visual words. In the following, we will show the experimental results for topic-sensitive influencer mining and personalized image search, respectively.
5.2 Topic-sensitive Influencer Mining Evaluation
5.2.1 Experimentation Settings. Topic Number T Selection. In topic modeling, the selection of topic number T
is not trivial. We resort to the perplexity measure in this paper, which is a standard measure for estimating how well
one generative model fits the data. The lower the perplexity score is, the better the performance. The perplexity of a
set of tag-visual descriptor test pairs (wd , vd ), for all d ∈ Dtest images, is defined as the exponential of the negative
normalized predictive log-likelihood using the trained model. Formally,
{ ∑
}
d∈Dtest ln p(wd |vd )
Perplexity(Dtest ) = exp − ∑
(17)
v
w
d∈Dtest nd + nd
where
p(wd |vd ) =

∏

T
∑

p(wd |Zt )p(Zt |vd )

(wd ,vd )∈{wd ,vd } t=1

We first test the perplexity of model on a held-out set of 2, 000 images for different settings of topic number T . The
perplexity scores of the proposed mmTIM over iterations are shown in Fig. 7. We can see that the perplexity scores
decreases dramatically during the first several iterations and converges to a stable level within 20 iterations. Since
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Fig. 8. Illustration of discovered topics by mmTIM.

larger topic number requires more computation cost and captures weak semantics, we prefer the smallest T that yields
small perplexity and fast convergence. It is clear that the perplexity decreases much slower when T > 20 and we
choose the desired topic number T to be 20 for mmTIM in the following experiments.
Hyperparameter Setting. Topic models make assumptions about the topic structure by the settings of hyperparameters. In our proposed mmTIM model, two sets of hyperparameters are involved, the topic-word Dirichlet hyperparameters αΦw , αΦv , and the user-topic Dirichlet hyperparameter αΩ . We set the hyperparameters according to the
understanding about the data and prior expectation about the derivation. (1) Topic-word hyperparameter controls the
smoothing/sparsity of topic-word distribution. Smaller values of αΦw and αΦv encourages more tag words and visual
descriptors to have high probability in each topic. This leads to a relatively loose topic structure where fewer topics
are needed to explain the observations. Since the textual and visual information are modeled into the same level of
topics, we expect the derived topics to represent general high-level categories. To this end, we set the topic-word hyperparameter to a relatively small value of αΦw = αΦv = 0.5. (2) User-topic hyperparameter controls over the mixing
degree of user-topic distribution, where smaller values of αΩ leads to dominant topic distribution. Since our goal is
to identify topic-sensitive influencer, users with apparent expertise will contribute to the later applications. Delighted
from this, αΩ is fixed to a small value to disencourage topic mixing (αΩ = 1).
Actually, based on the discussion about the prior expectation, we have tried different hyperparameter values around
0.5 and 1. The derived results are rather robust to the tuning of the hyperparameters. However, with hyperparameters
deviating from the expectation, i.e., much larger αΦw , αΦv , and αΩ , the derived topic quality can not be guaranteed.
5.2.2 Illustration of Discovered Topics. In order to interpret the derived latent topic space, we visualize two of the
discovered 20 topics by providing five top-ranked tag words and the most five related images. As represented in Fig.8,
the tag words are sorted by their probability of being generated from the corresponding topic p(wi |Zt ), while images
are sorted by counting the topic indicator variables of visual descriptors and tag words p(Zt |wd , vd ):
∑nvd
p(Zt |wd , vd ) =

i=1

∑nw
v
w
d
I(zd,i
= t) + i=1
I(zd,i
= t)
,
v
w
nd + nd

v
w
where zd,i
and zd,i
are the topic assignments for the i-th tag word and visual descriptor for image d, and I(·) is indicator
function returning 1 is it is true and 0 otherwise.
By providing a combination of representative words and image, it becomes very easy to interpret the domain knowledge associated with each topic. We can see that, by considering both textual tag words and visual image content, the
discovered latent topics show high consistency between semantic concepts and visual themes.

5.2.3 Qualitative Case Study. We demonstrate the effectiveness of mmTIM on topic-sensitive influencer identification of sampled users. We investigate the two test users and the influencers who impact them most on the two
topics in Fig. 9. We show the node topic distribution by lengthy color bars, which indicate users’ interest proportion
on the corresponding topics. Since users explicitly express their preferences by adding Favorite marks to images, the
exemplary favorite images are displayed below the two test users for user preference illustration. For each influencer,
we provide the number of their followers, five exemplary images from their uploaded image set and the tag clouds.
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Fig. 9. Topic-sensitive influencer mining case study.

While #follower indicates the general influence strength, the uploaded images and annotations offer knowledge about
the influencers’ topic-related expertise.
We can see that, mmTIM shows its capability in identifying the most influential contact users on topic level. The
identified influencers have high #follower and show strong expertise on the corresponding topics. For example, user
“95386698@N00” has major interest in topic #2 from his/her topic distribution. From the uploaded exemplary images
and tag cloud, we can see he/she has conducted extensive activities related to topic #2. Combining the large #follower
and the decent design and fashion images uploaded by user “60045418@N00”, we may roughly conclude that he/she
is an expert on fashion topics, i.e., topic #13.
5.2.4 Quantitative Evaluation. Now we conduct quantitative evaluation of topic-sensitive influencer mining. Recall that the goal is to identify contact users with the most influence to the target user on the specific topic. Observing
that many of the images to which user add Favorite marks are uploaded by his/her contact users, we leverage user’s
Favorite images to generate ground-truth information for the evaluation. Specifically, for each Favorite image d of test
user Ui , we calculate its topic proportion and assume the image belongs to the dominant topic, which is denoted as zd .
On each topic, the contact user Uj owning the top #images Favorited by Ui is considered most influential to Ui on this
topic. Formally, the most influential contact user to user Ui on the t-th topic is defined as:
∑
IUt i = arg max
I(zd = t, ud = Uj )
Uj ∈CUi ; d∈FUi

where ud is uploader of image d, FUi is Favorite image set of Ui .
We consider the following two topic-sensitive influence modeling methods for comparison:
• Topical Affinity Propagation (TAP [Tang et al. 2009]): a method learning topic space and topic-sensitive influences
separately by inputting the nodes’ topic mixtures;
• Mining Topic-level Influence on Heterogeneous networks (mTIH [Liu et al. 2010]): a probabilistic model exploiting the heterogeneous link and textual content information, which targets at text-based citation networks.
Note that the topic space of TAP is pre-extracted by running a standard LDA on the user-annotation corpus with each
user’s annotation set as one document and specific tag as word, and the citation link between users in [Tang et al. 2009;
Liu et al. 2010] is replaced by the contact relation in our implementation.
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Fig. 10. Topic-sensitive influencer identification performance comparison.

We utilize top-k accuracy as the evaluation metric. For each test user Ui , we rank the contact users by their influence
values on the t-th topic. Denoting the rank of ground-truth influencer IUt i in contact list CUi as π(IUt i ), the top-k
accuracy is calculated as
∑
t
t,Ui I(π(IUi ) ≤ k)
Accuracy(k) =
(18)
T · |U |
The results are shown in Fig.10. We can see that the proposed mmTIM consistently outperforms the two baselines.
Note that the average #contact user is around 15. The top-1 accuracy of mmTIM is about 25%, which indicates that one
out of four trials, mmTIM succeeds to identify the real topic-sensitive influencer at the first rank. The problem of TAP
can be summarized in two-fold: First, TAP assumes that topic space and node topic distribution are available before
social influence modeling. However, the pre-defined topic space extracted from user-annotation may be insufficient to
capture the semantics in social influence links. Second, when modeling topic-sensitive influence, TAP only utilizes the
link information of user-contact user, which loses information of relations between users and images. mTIH obtains
better performance than TAP by addressing the above two problems. However, mTIH is proposed for text-based
citation networks and does not address the multi-modality issue, which results in the inferior performance to mmTIM.
Moreover, compared with mmTIM, mTIH is more focused on the document-level (i.e., image or paper) instead of
user-level, by explicitly building the influencer set from user-document relations. While, under social media settings,
the influencer set of specific user is actually available by follow or friend list.
5.3 Personalized Image Search Evaluation
The derived topic-sensitive influence values can be applied to applications like social search, friend recommendation, group suggestion, etc. Based on the proposed risk minimization-based theoretical framework, we evaluate the
effectiveness of mmTIM on personalized image search and topic-based image recommendation.
In Eq. (9), we fixed the weight parameter µ = 0.5 to have equal contributions of textual and visual features to the
final ranked results. In the query and image language models, according to Eq. (16), there is a weight parameter ρ controlling the strength of searcher and influencer. We choose ρ based on the assumption that the searcher himself/herself
should be more trustworthy if he/she has much annotation activities, otherwise the influencer should be more trusted.
Formally, for searcher Ui , ρ is set as:
ρ=

|TUi | +

1

|TUi |
∑

|CUi |

Uj ∈CUi

|TUj |

By this setting, if the searcher owns more #tag than the average #tag of his/her influencers, ρ > 0.5, and R(q, u, d)
will contribute more the final rank list. Otherwise, the influencer’s preference R(q, c, d) will be emphasized more.
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(b) topic-based image recommendation

Fig. 11. The mMAP for the examined methods.

5.3.1 Personalized Image Search. Since users’ tagging activities indicate their personal relevance judgement, we
employ social annotations for personalized search evaluation. The main assumption is that the images tagged by user
Ui with tag wj will be considered relevant if Ui issues wj as a query. The randomly selected 100 users who tagged
50 − 100 images constitute the test user set Utest . The overlapping 21 tags the 100 users used constitute test query set
Ttest . In order to reduce the dependency between user annotation and evaluation, for the training process, we remove
the tagging data related to the test queries.
Based on the proposed personalized image search framework, we consider the following four settings:
w
• Basic: basic personalized image search based on Eq. (11), which computes θD
without considering annotation
confidence;
• Basic + annotation confidence (Basic AC): basic personalized image search leveraging annotator authority as annotation confidence in Eq. (15);
• Social network with global influence (Social global): social-based personalized image search by considering global
influence from contact users, which modified Eq. (16) as:
R̂(q, u, d) = ρR(q, u, d) +

)
1 − ρ ∑ (∑
p(Zt |u, c) R(q, c, d)
|Cu |
t
c∈Cu

We estimate the global influence by simply aggregating influences over topics which is irrelevant to queries;
• Social network with topic-sensitive influence (Social topic): social-based personalized image search by considering topic-sensitive influences computed from mmTIM.
We use mMAP as the evaluation metric, which is the mean of the Mean Average Precisions (MAP) for all test users.
mMAP is defined as:
∑|Utest |
mMAP =

i=1

∑|Ttest |
j=1

AP(i,j)

|Ttest |

|Utest |

(19)

where AP(i, j) denotes the Average Precision value of the j-th test query for the i-th user. The results are shown in
Fig. 11(a). It is shown that Basic AC outperforms Basic by 20%, which demonstrates the effectiveness of addressing
the noisy annotation issue by incorporating annotator authority. By further considering the influence from contact users, it is weird that the performance of Social global is inferior to that of Basic AC. The reason may be that
Social global ignores the relation to the query and treats the social influence as constant for all topics. This result coincides with the motivation illustrated by the toy example we introduce at the beginning of the paper. By considering
the topic-sensitive influence values for different queries, Social topic obtain better performance than both Basic AC
and Social global, which validates the advantage of the proposed framework to incorporate topic-sensitive influence
modeling for personalized search.
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5.3.2 Topic-based Image Recommendation. In social media websites, users will explicitly fill in interest profile
or express their interests by following certain themes, e.g., sport, music, travel, etc. In this case, users will appreciate
if resources based on the expressed user preferences are recommended. In this paper, we simulate the process of
expressing interests by assuming user selecting one extracted topic and evaluate the performance of topic-based image
recommendation.
The Favorite images are again employed as ground-truth for evaluation. The intuition is that, if image dj is marked
Favorite by user Ui and its dominant topic is Zt , then dj is treated as relevant when Ui selects topic Zt . In our
experiments, 100 randomly selected users who marked Favorite to 50 − 100 images constitute the test set and a total
of 7, 725 Favorite images constitute the relevant image set for the topic-based test queries. Following the proposed
risk minimization-based framework in Eq. (10) (11) (16), query q is replaced by the selected topic Zt and we can
compare between the three topic-sensitive influence modeling methods: TAP, mTIH and mmTIM. mMAP is utilized
for evaluation and the results are demonstrated in Fig. 11(b). It is shown that the proposed mmTIM obtains better
performance than the other two methods, which is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 10. This further validates
the effectiveness of incorporating multi-modal information for image-related tasks. The fact that mmTIM and mTIH
outperform TAP coincides with out motivation that more accurate topic-sensitive influence modeling contributes to
better recommendation and search results.
6.

DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Understanding Influence in Different Fields
Influence has different explanations in different fields. In psychology, influence measures human dynamics for persuasion and stress. For example, how much a speaker’s confidence is influenced by the nodding action from the
audiences [Cialdini 2009]. In social science, influence analysis is concerned with information flow and social network
evolution. It explains the homophily – birds of feather phenomenon [Easley and Kleinberg 2010]. Therefore, we can
roughly conclude that influence in psychology is quantitative, while in social science is qualitative. In this paper, we
explain influence in multimedia applications as affecting someone else on behavior, preference or decisions. Combined
with the toy example explained in Fig. 1, we emphasize the topic-sensitive characteristic of influence in multimedia
applications.
Note that we are not claiming that influence in social science or psychology is not topic-sensitive. The idea is that
different areas have different focuses, and we highlight the topic-sensitive feature from the perspective of multimedia applications. For example, social science discusses the reasons behind correlation, namely whether social relation
come first or affinity action comes first. While, what is useful for multimedia applications like search or recommendation is whether there exist correlation between social relations and affinity actions.
6.2

Methodological Contribution

In view of methodology, the proposed mmTIM influence model can be seen as a multi-modal version of the mTIH
model presented in [Liu et al. 2010], but with important updates to fit into the multimedia scenarios: (1) mTIH addresses the problem in text-based network and didn’t consider visual information. While in our model, visual and textual
information affects to each other during the sampling and jointly contribute to the derived influence. Also, the derived
topic space spans over both textual and visual information, making it easy to be used in multimedia applications.(2)
mTIH models influencers and influencees differently, while our model treats influencer the same with ordinary users
and simplify the model inference process. (3) mTIH tracks document-level citation or follow relation, while we build
the influencer set at user-level and only use basic actions of tagging and annotating for modeling. This is more intuitive
for the user-centric applications.
6.3

Potential Extensions

Beyond the examined applications in the experiments, the proposed approach can be easily extended to novel problems
like topic-based social wall organization. In the current social media services, feeds on the wall is loosely organized by
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(b) considering topic-sensitive relation

Fig. 12. Example of social media-based multimedia marketing.

simply aggregating the latest news from all the friends. Combining with the derived topic-sensitive influence, we can
thematically cluster the news feed from friends according to their topic expertise and the topic-sensitive peer-to-peer
influence relations.
From the perspective of influencers, the proposed approach can also be applied to topic-aware multimedia marketing. Imagine Ford has a new car for promotion and want to release the advertisement poster through social media. The
available social network is shown in Fig. 12(a). According to the coarse influence relation – the out-degree, it seems
user A (out-degree of 5) is a good choice to release the poster. If the topic distribution of the poster is known, where it
distinguishes in the second topic displayed by orange star in Fig. 12(b), and we consider the topic-sensitive feature of
the influence relation, it is obvious that letting user B release the poster will achieve better promotion efficiency than
user A.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a multi-modal probabilistic model is proposed to deal with the problem of topic-sensitive influencer
mining in social sharing websites. The proposed model is delicate and informative, which provides better representation of the influence network and social annotation activity. The derived topic-sensitive influence has demonstrated its
effectiveness through our introduced LM-based general framework in applications of personalized image search and
topic-based image recommendation. We hope this paper could serve as a good chance to further the agenda of social
relation analysis in this community.
This work can be extended in the following four directions: (1) We exploit social annotation for the influence
modeling in this paper. How the social influence correlates with other social activities, like Favorite, share, comment,
rate, is not clear and remains an interesting question. (2) Since the semantic tag and low-level visual feature account
for different-level descriptions of the image, it is arbitrary to mix them in the same topic. To develop models allowing
for more flexible sampling of word topics and visual topics will be another future direction. (3) We have demonstrated
the potential of topic-sensitive influence modeling by two simple applications. Based on the proposed generative
model, more real applications can be designed, such as friend suggestion, user behavior prediction, and so on. (4) The
proposed personalized image search framework provides one of the first theoretical attempts to address this challenging
problem. It is important to find the correlations with other personalized search methods in the future.
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A.

APPENDIX 1

We start from deriving the joint distribution. According to the generative process, the posterior joint distribution of the
whole dataset is:
∫
∫
(
)
p w, v, zw , zv , sw , sv , cw , cv |αΩ , αΦw , αΦv , αλ , αγ ∝ p(sw , sv |λ)p(λ|αλ )dλ p(cw , cv |γ)p(γ|αγ )dγ
∫
∫
∫
(20)
p(zw |cw , sw , Ω)p(zv |cv , sv , Ω)p(Ω|αΩ )dΩ p(w|zw , Φw )p(Φw |αΦw )dΦw p(v|zv , Φv )p(Φv |αΦv )dΦv
In order to sample from the joint distribution using Gibbs sampling, we need the full conditional posterior distribution
p(Θi |Θ−i , ·), where Θ−i denotes all the sampled latent variables Θj ’s with j ̸= i, and · denotes all the other related
variables. In the following, we exemplify the derivation of the update rule for sw , and the other latent variables can be
derived analogously.
Canceling factors that do not depend on sw
−i , and following the definition of conditional probability, we have
p(w, v, zw , zv , sw , sv , cw , cv |αΩ , αΦw , αΦv , αλ , αγ )
v w v
p(w, v, zw , zv , sw
−i , s , c , c |αΩ , αΦw , αΦv , αλ , αγ )
∫
∫
p(zw |cw , sw , Ω)p(Ω|αΩ )dΩ
p(sw |λ)p(λ|αλ )dλ
·∫
=∫
w
p(s−i |λ)p(λ|αλ )dλ
p(zw |cw , sw
−i , Ω)p(Ω|αΩ )dΩ

w w
w
p(sw
i |s−i , ui , zi , ·) =

(21)

We derive the first component of Eq. (21). For the numerator, since p(sw |λ) has multinomial distribution and p(λ|αλ )
has conjugate Dirichlet distribution:
∫
∫ ∏
|U |
1
∏
w
1
NU,S
(Um ,n)+αλ −1
p(sw |λ)p(λ|αλ )dλ =
λUm
dλ
,n
B(α
)
λ
m=1
n=0
(22)
|U |
∏
B(αλ + Nw
U (Um ))
=
B(αλ )
m=1
w
where B(α) is gamma function parametered with α, NU,S
(Um , n) denotes the number of words in the tag set of user
Um which are supposed to be innovationally generated (if n = 1) or influenced by others (if n = 0). The denominator
has a similar form, and we can get when sw
i = 0:
∫
|U|
w
∏
NU,S
(uw
p(sw |λ)p(λ|αλ )dλ
B(αλ + Nw
i , 0) + αλ − 1
U (Um ))
∫
=
(23)
=
w
w
w
w
NU (ui ) + 2αλ − 1
p(s−i |λ)p(λ|αλ )dλ m=1 B(αλ + NU,−i (Um ))
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and when sw
i = 1:

∫
w
NU,S
(uw
p(sw |λ)p(λ|αλ )dλ
i , 1) + αλ − 1
∫
=
w
w ) + 2α − 1
N
(u
p(sw
|λ)p(λ|α
)dλ
λ
λ
i
−i
U

(24)

The second component of Eq. (21) can be derived analogously.
B.

APPENDIX 2

Algorithm 1 The Gibbs sampling algorithm for mmTIM.
Input:
Context network Cu , annotation set wu and uploaded photo set vu for each user u ∈ U;
Output:
Topic-word and topic-visual descriptor distributions Φw , Φv , user topic distribution Ω, and topical influence
strength Ψ.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

Initialize all variable counters: N·w (·) ← 0, N·v (·) ← 0.
repeat
for each user u ∈ U do
for each tag word wu,i ∈ wu do
w
w
w
w
w
w
NZ,W
(ziw , wu,i ) − −, NU,S,Z
(u, sw
i , zi ) − −, NU,C,S,Z (ci , u, 0, zi ) − −;
w
sample switch variable si according to Eq. (1) and Eq. (2);
if sw
i = 0 then
sample potential influencer variable cw
i according to Eq. (3);
sample topic index ziw according to Eq. (4);
else
sample topic index ziw according to Eq. (5);
end if
w
w
w
increment topic-word, user-topic and user pair-topic counters: NZ,W
(ziw , wu,i ) + +, NU,S,Z
(u, sw
i , zi ) +
w
w
w
+, NU,C,S,Z (ci , u, 0, zi ) + +;
end for
for each visual descriptor vu,i ∈ vu do
v
v
v
NZ,V
(ziv , vu,i ) − −, NU,S,Z
(u, svi , ziv ) − −, NU,C,S,Z
(cvi , u, 0, ziv ) − −;
v
sample switch variable si ;
if svi = 0 then
sample potential influencer variable cvi ;
sample topic index ziv ;
else
sample topic index ziv ;
end if
v
increment topic-visual descriptor, user-topic and user pair-topic counters: NZ,V
(ziv , vu,i ) + +,
v
v v
v
v
v
NU,S,Z (u, si , zi ) + +, NU,C,S,Z (ci , u, 0, zi ) + +;
end for
end for
until converge; collect Q sampling iterations since last read out and update the counters.
return Φw , Φv , Ω, and Ψ according to Eq. (6), Eq. (7), and Eq. (8).
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